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- What do you think the positive impact of the activity will have on your further

career path? 

The internship helped opening my eyes about the dairy fanning operation using the automated technologies 

and expand my professional network in the field of animal science. 

- Provide new techniques and knowledge in reproductive management using the AAM of dairy cattle. lt opens

a new room for me in doing research after graduation. 

- Learn about the standard operating procedure in the intensive dairy fanning not only at the UBC Dairy fann

but also in the commercial farms in British Columbia region. This is very important when I do my own business 

as a consultant agency for reproductive management in dairy herd for the local farmers. 

- Understand the education program of graduate students at the laboratory of Animal Reproduction, UBC. Tt

gives me some ideas in establishing and operating a laboratory in my hometown which is balanced between 

theoretical - practical knowledge and work - life. 

- Establish a connection with Prof. Ronaldo Cerri and the UBC Dairy centre. It is important when l want to

support and send my students to this laboratory for internship in the future. 

- Advice for your junior fellows

- Preparation progress can be started from the first grade such as creating the list of hosting professors, writing

the statement of purposes (SOP) and CV; 

- Taking any opportutnities to growing your own multidisciplinary professional networking;

- Always discuss and follow the instruction of WISE office;
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※I Send the electronic file to the WlSE Program Office 

※2 Attach a copy certificate of the content of internship activity that is prepared by the counterpart at the 

internship institution (any form with a signature oftbe counterpart). 

※3 Tbe Steering Committee for the WlSE Program will first confi血 tbe content of this report and report will 

be forwarded to the Educational Affairs Committee for credits evaluation. 
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